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  In recent months, three Europe-
based EMS providers have sought pro-
tection from creditors under European
insolvency laws. Yet these providers
are not small players operating on a
shoestring. All three took this step as
providers with multiple sites as well as
operations both inside and outside Eu-
rope. It is unheard of that three inter-
national providers, all based in the
same region, would opt for insolvency
protection in that region over a period
of about six months. Whether or not
this is a coincidence, it is a stark re-
minder of the perils of operating in the
EMS industry.

  Over the years, it has been asserted
that EMS companies that are neither
tier-one providers nor small niche
players are more vulnerable to being
put in a financial bind. According to
this view, providers in the industry’s
middle tiers lack the resources to com-
pete with the top-tier and the special-
ization to carve out a secure niche. In
the past, there has been little evidence
to back up this assertion. Even during
or immediately after the Great Reces-
sion, there was no visible wave of fi-
nancial distress in the middle tiers. But
now with these moves, the assertion
may be gaining some credibility.

  The latest company to opt for pro-
tection from creditors is Elcoteq,
which is based in Luxembourg. This
month, the company filed for con-
trolled management under the laws of

European Providers in Financial Trouble
Luxembourg to ensure that operations
continue and to allow an outside inves-
tor, Platinum Equity, to finalize due
diligence for an equity and debt invest-
ment. Some of Elcoteq’s affiliates will
apply for similar procedures in their
respective jurisdictions. Elcoteq took
this action after its revolving credit
facility lenders decided to accelerate
its outstanding revolving credit facility
despite requests not to do so.

  On June 30, Elcoteq announced
that due to its tight liquidity situation it
would be unable to repay 48.5 million
euros owed on its revolving credit fa-
cility, which expired on that day. The
company had been negotiating with a
Hungarian bank for a new facility, but
the parties were unable to complete the
financing in time. With the outstanding
amount unpaid on the expired facility,
facility lenders took actions to block
some of the company’s bank accounts.

  According to Elcoteq, such en-
forcement actions against the company
and its affiliates severely damage the

company’s operations as well as its
customers and other creditors.
Elcoteq’s board has begun investiga-
tions into the legality of actions taken
by the lenders and their advisors since
2008.

  Also this month, Elcoteq said it
plans to restructure its operations to
adjust the company’s cost structure to
current business volumes and to im-
prove profitability. In May, the com-
pany lowered its Q2 sales outlook to a
sequential decline from expectations
of a flat quarter. Elcoteq said business
development was affected by a delay
in securing long-term financing.

  UK-based Simclar Group, parent
company of a contract manufacturing
group, also resorted to an insolvency
procedure. In June, directors of the
company appointed John Reid and Bill
Dawson of Deloitte as joint adminis-
trators of the company and certain sub-
sidiaries. The administrators intend to
keep the UK business running if possi-
ble with a view to selling the business
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and its assets as a going concern.
  The UK operations supply wiring,

looms and sheet metal items to a num-
ber of blue chip customers including
Bombardier and Alexander Dennis.
These operations suffered as a result
of investing in a series of new prod-
ucts, most notably an environmentally
friendly plug, which could not be
brought to market in time due to regu-
latory delays, according to a statement
from Deloitte. As a result, the opera-
tions ran out of funding.

  The UK site employs over 200 peo-
ple, according to reports out of the
UK. At one time, the site operated as a
vertically integrated EMS campus with
about 400 employees, based on a de-
scription from Simclar’s website.

  Simclar Group serves as parent
company of a contract manufacturing
group with operations in the UK, US,
Mexico and China. The UK parent
holds a majority stake in a US compa-
ny, Simclar, Inc., which operates
plants in Hialeah, FL; Ozark, MO;
Dayton, OH; and Matamoros, Mexico.

The US company is separately funded
and managed, and its operations will
not be affected by the administration
of the UK holding company. “Simclar,
Inc. retains the support of its bankers
and will continue to trade in the US on
a normal, stable basis,” Barry Pardon,
president of Simclar, Inc., told MMI.
He said the US company has a track
record of profitability. The company
focuses on backplane assembly,
PCBA, metal fabrication and cable
and harness assembly.

  The Chinese businesses in the Sim-
clar Group are engaged in supplying
backplanes, sheet metal fabrication
and cable assembly to customers such
as Ericsson, Motorola and NCR.
Plans are to restructure the Chinese
operations, consisting of a plant in
Suzhou and one in Tianjin, and to
keep the businesses going.

  Note that the Deloitte administra-
tors now control Simclar Group’s
ownership stake in its US and Chinese
subsidiaries. Presumably, this owner-
ship is among the assets that adminis-

trators intend to sell.
  In the third case of financial trou-

ble, the French operations of TES
Electronics Solutions, a design and
manufacturing services company, went
into receivership earlier this year. The
operations have since been divided
among three buyers. TES’s units out-
side France were not part of this pro-
cess (June, p. 6).

  As much as one might want to draw
conclusions from the three cases of
financial difficulty, they are not identi-
cal. TES was not a pure EMS compa-
ny; it had a number of separate design
centers. And Simclar’s UK operation
is no longer a PCBA site, if the current
description is accurate. With Simclar
and TES, protection from creditors
was sought for operations in one coun-
try, while multiple jurisdictions will be
involved in Elcoteq’s case.

  The three cases may or may not be
a coincidence. But they do not speak
well for Europe. And they raise a
question. Are any other providers in
the middle tiers at risk?

M&A

First-Half M&A
Down by 25%

  M&A deals made in the EMS in-
dustry during the first half of 2011 fell
short of the number of transactions
recorded for first half of last year.
MMI identified 15 deals closed in the
first six months of 2011, down from a
revised total of 20 done in the year-
earlier period (Chart 1). That’s a de-
cline of 25%. If M&A activity
continues at the rate observed in first
half, then 2011 will be a down year for
M&A.

  In fact, when the first-half rate is
extrapolated for the full year, the re-
sulting 2011 total would be below any
of the past 15 years except for the re-
cession year of 2009. This projection
raises the question of whether deal

making is trending toward a new nor-
mal where fewer deals would go hand
in hand with a mature EMS industry.

  Of the four main categories MMI
uses for classifying deals, the service
or supply chain extension was the most
popular type of transaction in the first
half. Here, an EMS provider makes an
acquisition to extend its service offer-
ing or expand its capabilities for verti-
cal integration. Despite the overall
decline in first-half transactions, there
was growth in this category.
Here, seven transactions oc-
curred in first six months com-
pared with five in same period
last year (Chart 2, p. 3). This
kind of acquisition remains a
time-tested option for adding a
capability that cannot be readily
developed in-house. Such deals
become more palatable when
the target activity is a “tuck-in”
acquisition, that is, small in re-

lation to the size of the acquirer.
  Lacroix Electronics and Neways

Electronics International each ac-
quired engineering activities to bolster
their front-end capabilities. In France,
Lacroix purchased three TES design
groups out of receivership (June, p. 6).
In The Netherlands, Neways acquired
a department from an engineering and
consulting firm, DHV. Benchmark
Electronics, Celestica and Videoton
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added mechanical capabilities through
acquisition. Benchmark bought assets
in Malaysia to expand its precision
technologies capabilities (Feb., p. 8).
Celestica acquired Brooks Automa-
tion’s contract manufacturing opera-
tions for semiconductor equipment
(April, p. 5-6). And Videoton pur-
chased control of a mechanical engi-
neering company in Hungary (see p.
7). On the back end, Elcoteq picked
up BroadTech, a US provider of af-
termarket services (March, p. 6). In the
final deal of this type, Norway’s
Norautron acquired a supplier of cus-
tomized hardware and software
(March, p. 6).

  Next in popularity were cases
where one EMS provider acquired an
operation from another provider. In
the first half, four of these deals
closed, down from eight in the year-
earlier period (Chart 2). The decrease
in these transactions amounts to 50%,
which would indicate a sharp drop-off
in this sort of M&A activity from last
year if this result holds up for the full
year.

  Such deals can offer geographic
expansion, diversification, more reve-
nue, increased capacity and additional
capabilities or a combination thereof.
But the tier-one providers typically do
not engage in this sort of M&A activi-
ty. Acquiring a smaller operation of a

competitor would add little if anything
to their global footprint and capabili-
ties. Jabil Circuit was the one excep-
tion in the first half, but it took back
European operations that it had previ-
ously divested (Feb, p. 8).

tistic (Chart 3). The current number
raises the question of whether it re-
flects a temporary slowdown in con-
solidation deals or a new normal
consistent with a mature industry.

  The fourth EMS acquisition,
AsteelFlash’s purchase of a TES plant
in France, was not a consolidation deal
because TES assets outside of France
were not in receivership and have not
been sold.

  In recent years, EMS acquisitions
and service/supply chain extensions
have represented the majority of M&A
transactions in the EMS industry.

  Another type of M&A transaction
occurs when a new EMS player
emerges from the sale of a manufactur-
ing business. In the first half of 2011,
three new-player deals took place,
equaling the number from a year earli-
er (Chart 2). Despite the maturity and
competitive nature of the EMS busi-

2011

2010

  Three of these
EMS acquisitions
can be termed
consolidation
deals, which re-
sulted in the loss
of an independent
provider. In addi-
tion to Jabil,
Nortech Systems
(US) and Spar-
ton (US) each
acquired a con-
tract manufactur-
er. Nortech added
Winland Electronics’ EMS
operation (Jan., p. 7), while
Sparton bought medical CM
Byers Peak (March, p. 6).
Compared with the first half of
2010, there were five fewer
consolidation deals in the cur-
rent period, representing a re-
duction of 63%. With the
exception of recession-plagued
2009, the current total of three
is lower than any since 2004
when MMI starting keeping
track of this consolidation sta-
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ness, companies continue to enter the
business through acquisitions. Interest-
ingly, two of this year’s entrants, API
Technologies and Ducommun, are
both U.S.-based suppliers to the de-
fense and aerospace industries. And
each acquired an EMS provider with a
defense portfolio as well as other cus-
tomers. API’s target was SenDEC
(Jan, p. 6), while Ducommun acquired
LaBarge (April, p. 6-7). In the third
new-player deal, PhotonStar LED
(UK) purchased Camtronics Vale, a
UK provider, which will expand Pho-
tonStar’s manufacturing base.

  The last of the four main categories
for classifying deals is the OEM dives-
titure of assets to an EMS provider.
The first half saw one such deal, the
same as occurred a year earlier. OEM
divestitures have largely fallen out of
favor, but they have not gone extinct.
In this year’s divestiture, HANZA
(Sweden) took over a small operation
from Saab’s Electronic Defence Sys-
tems business (June, p. 7).

  Two categories that applied in 2010
were without any transactions in the
first half of 2011. There was no deal
requiring the use of an “other” catego-
ry in the first half. Nor were there any
cases of an OEM divesting a contract
manufacturing operation. Rarely do
you come across such a deal, but there
was one in South Africa in the first
half of 2010 (Chart 2, p. 3).

  The absence of any deals in these
two buckets contributed to the decline

in first-half transactions. But the drop
in EMS (contract manufacturing) ac-
quisitions had the greatest impact of
any category (Chart 2).

  Europe attracted more than its fair
share of M&A deals in the first half. In
53% of the transactions, the acquisi-
tion took place in Europe. North
American operations were bought 33%
of the time. In one case (7%), the asset
purchase was in Asia, and in the re-
maining deal the acquired business had
operations in more than one region
(Chart 4, p. 3).

  First-half deals were also sorted by
the size of the acquirer. Companies
with less than $200 million in sales
made the largest share of the deals
counted – 47%. This finding is consis-
tent with the fact that by far the great-
est number of industry companies are
below $200 million in revenue. Deal
makers in the range of $200 million to
$5 billion accounted for 40% of the
transactions. Tier-one providers were
responsible for the remaining 13%
(Chart 5).

  As has been written here before,
alliances and equity partnerships give
EMS providers a lower-cost alterna-
tive to an acquisition. Despite the cost
saving aspect of these joint efforts,
their numbers usually fall well below
acquisition totals. In the first half, such
arrangements were indeed outnum-
bered, but not overwhelmingly so.
MMI counted 10 alliances (and no eq-
uity partnerships) versus 14 acquisi-

tions (Chart 6).
  Editor’s note: First-half 2011 sta-

tistics published here should be treated
as preliminary. It is possible that MMI
will come across additional first-half
transactions after this article is pub-
lished. Also be advised that this analy-
sis excludes private equity deals as
well as divestitures by EMS providers
unless the operations sold are retained
within the EMS industry.

Forecasts

NVR Releases
New Forecasts

  Both the EMS and ODM sectors
will enjoy double-digit compound an-
nual growth from 2010 to 2015, ac-
cording to new forecasts by New
Venture Research. NVR is projecting
that EMS revenue will grow from
$223.2 billion in 2010 to $391.6 bil-
lion in 2015, corresponding to a com-
pound annual growth rate of 11.9%.
The firm predicts that ODM revenue
will increase at a slightly higher
CAGR of 12.8%, as the ODM sector
expands from $147.5 billion in 2010
to $268.9 billion in 2015 (table, p. 5).
Given what NVR describes as minor
differences between the EMS and
ODM business models, the firm fore-
sees little separation between the two
types of suppliers with regard to cus-
tomer services and revenue growth.
But NVR believes that ODMs should
outperform EMS providers over the
forecast period, because the ODM
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model is the stronger of the two.
  In 2011, combined revenue for the

two contract manufacturing sectors
will total $403.6 billion, up 8.9% from
$370.7 billion in 2010, according to
NVR. This year’s single-digit growth
follows an unexpected surge in 2010
estimated at 37.5%. In 2012, growth of
contract manufacturing sales will re-
turn to double digits with a projected
increase of 14.5%. NVR is forecasting
slight declines in annual growth for
each of the remaining years in the
forecast period, but contract manufac-
turing growth rates will still be in two-
digit territory for those years (table).

  At the end of the forecast period in
2015, contract manufacturing sales
will reach $660.5 billion, reflecting a
five-year CAGR of 12.2%.

  Contract manufacturers (EMS pro-
viders and ODMs) accounted for 38%
of the total assembly market in 2010
and will raise their penetration rate to
48% by 2015. So internal OEM pro-
duction will still account for a majority
of the total assembly market at the end
of the forecast period. NVR pegs the
total market at $967.9 billion in 2010,
increasing to $1.38 trillion in 2015.
These values yield a CAGR of 7.3%.

  According to NVR, the EMS indus-
try will see the strongest growth over
the forecast period in the medical,
communications, consumer electronics
and computer segments. NVR expects
the medical segment to be the EMS
growth leader with a CAGR of 15.4%,
followed by communications and con-
sumer electronics with CAGRs of
12.8% and 12.2% respectively.

  The shift in production to low-cost
regions is starting to wane, says NVR.

Today, the firm sees OEM customers
requiring their contract manufacturers
to manufacture products near the re-
gions where they are to be sold. For
certain high-volume products such as
mobile phones and PCs, OEMs need
to leverage the lowest cost in manufac-
turing and thus tend to utilize China.
However, for other products NVR
finds that the labor cost differentials
are becoming less significant when
weighed against the total cost of pro-
duction including transportation and
logistical challenges. Still, Asia Pacif-
ic’s share of the contract manufactur-
ing market will end up at 71% in 2015,
a gain of about one percentage point,
while the Americas’ share will remain
essentially unchanged at 17%, accord-
ing to NVR.

  India will experience the highest
contract manufacturing CAGR of any
country from 2010 to 2015, predicts
NVR.

  In past analysis, large contract man-
ufacturers have grown faster than me-
dium-sized and small CMs, and NVR
expects this trend to continue. It is es-
pecially true in periods of economic
recovery because when spending re-
sumes the impact is greatest on the
top-tier firms. NVR projects that large
CMs will have a CAGR advantage of
1.6 percentage points over medium-
sized CMs and 2.2 percentage points
over small CMs. The firm estimates
that in 2010 there were 3,720 contract
manufacturing companies with 4,950
facilities.

  NVR’s forecasts appear among oth-
er information in its new report enti-
tled The Worldwide Electronics
Manufacturing Services Market, 2011

Edition. The report cov-
ers both EMS providers
(which NVR defines as
“CMs”) and ODMs un-
der its definition of the
EMS market.

  For more informa-
tion, email rsherman@
newventureresearch.com.

   Results

Some Quarterly
Results in Brief

  In the latest quarterly results from
four of the largest US-traded provid-
ers, revenue grew from a year earlier
in all cases, with double-digit increas-
es posted by three of the four compa-
nies. Here are brief summaries of what
each company reported.

  Celestica. Q2 revenue totaled
$1.83 billion, up 15% year over and
2% sequentially. Non-IFRS EPS of
$0.27 rose by 23% year over year and
8% sequentially. For Q2, the company
reported IFRS net earnings of $45.7
million, compared with $13.0 million
in the year-ago period and $30.0 mil-
lion in the prior quarter.

  Non-IFRS gross margin came in at
7.1% versus 6.7% in Q1. Non-IFRS
operating margin was 3.7%, up 10 ba-
sis points year over year and 40 basis
points sequentially. Originally, the
company did not expect to achieve its
margin target of 3.5% to 4% until the
second half of the year (April, p. 2).
The Q2 operating margin resulted
from improving revenue mix and bet-
ter operating margin performance from
recently ramped programs.

  Revenue from the diversified end
markets of industrial, aerospace and
defense, healthcare and green technol-
ogy grew 15% sequentially and now
represent 13% of total revenue. Celes-
tica has set a goal to raise that percent-
age to 25% to 30% over the next three
years. Server business also produced
double-digit sequential growth at 13%,
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while sales from enterprise communi-
cations increased by 4%. The consum-
er, storage and telecom segments all
showed sequential revenue declines.
On a year-over-year basis, Celestica
saw growth in five out of six end mar-
kets, with four of them in double-dig-
its. Only telecom business decreased
from a year earlier (-14%).

  For Q3, the company expects reve-
nue of $1.725 billion to $1.875 billion
and non-IFRS EPS of $0.23 to $0.29.
At the midpoint of guidance, revenue
would be down sequentially about 2%,
and operating margin would be about
3.7%. Celestica said this sequential
decline reflects a level of uncertainty
across a few of its end markets. De-
spite seeing some revenue headwinds
in the second half, the company antici-
pates achieving its 10% to 15% reve-
nue growth target for 2011, which now
includes the Brooks Automation ac-
quisition.

  Celestica president and CEO Craig
Muhlhauser reported that visibility of
customer forecasts is getting shorter.

  Flextronics. For its fiscal Q1 ended
July 1, the company generated sales of
$7.55 billion, up 15% year over year
and 10% sequentially. Revenue was at
the high end of guidance. Non-GAAP
EPS was $0.21, up 11% year over year
but flat sequentially. Non-GAAP net
income of $157 million rose 2% from
the year-ago quarter, while GAAP net
income of $132 million increased
12%.

  Non-GAAP operating margin stood
at 2.6%, down 20 basis points from the
prior quarter and 30 basis points from
a year earlier. Flextronics’ PC ODM
business, which the company is exiting
(May, p. 8), dragged non-GAAP oper-
ating margin down by 50 basis points.
This business produced a $19-million
operating loss in the June quarter, and
the company expects to be finished
with the ODM business by the end of
the December quarter. Flextronics’
components business, which contribut-

ed a loss of about $0.01 a share in the
June quarter, is expected reach 4%
operating margin at the end of the fis-
cal year. The company said the mar-
gins swings from ending its PC ODM
business and improving performance
of its components business will enable
it to attain its target of exiting the fis-
cal year at a 3.5% (non-GAAP) oper-
ating margin.

  Recently, Flextronics changed its
revenue breakdown from five market
segments to four business groups.
High Reliability Solutions encompass
medical, automotive, and aerospace
and defense business. Integrated Net-
work Solutions consist of telecom in-
frastructure, data networking, servers
and storage, and products for the con-
nected home. High Velocity Solutions
are comprised of mobile, consumer
and computing business. Industrial &
Emerging Industries include semicon-
ductor capital equipment, test and
measurement, clean tech products, of-
fice automation, smart metering, home
appliances, kiosks, and building auto-
mation and security.

  All four business groups grew by
double digits year over year, led by
High Reliability Solutions at 35%. On
a sequential basis, three groups saw
their business rise by double digits,
with a high of 17% turned in by Indus-
trial & Emerging Industries. High Ve-
locity Solutions was the only group
with a single-digit increase (8%).

  Guidance for the September quarter
calls for sales of $7.6 billion to $8.0
billion, which corresponds to a se-
quential increase of 1% to 6%, and
non-GAAP EPS of $0.21 to $0.23.

  CEO Mike McNamara described
the macro environment as a “little
soft” and said the company is seeing
“some reduction in some of our or-
ders.” He noted that recent bookings
are offsetting that softness.

  The company’s board has autho-
rized another program for the repur-
chase of up to $200 million worth of

stock, subject to shareholder approval.
  Jabil Circuit. For its fiscal Q3 end-

ed May 31, the company reported
sales of $4.23 billion, up 7.6% sequen-
tially and 22.3% year over year. Non-
GAAP operating income increased
5.6% sequentially and 34.8% year
over year. Non-GAAP EPS of $0.58
rose 7.4% sequentially and 45% year
over year. GAAP net income amount-
ed to $104.7 million, compared with
$55.4 million for the prior quarter and
$52.0 million for the year-earlier peri-
od.

  Non-GAAP operating margin came
in at 4.2%, down 10 basis points from
the prior quarter but up 40 basis points
from a year earlier. The sites that Jabil
took back in France and Italy caused a
20-basis-point drag on non-GAAP op-
erating margin (Feb., p. 8).

  Representing 36% of total sales, the
company’s Diversified Manufacturing
Services segment grew 9.4% sequen-
tially and 44% year over year. The
DMS segment’s non-GAAP operating
margin improved by 10 basis points
from the previous quarter to 6.2%.
Sales from the Jabil’s Enterprise &
Infrastructure segment increased by
11.8% sequentially and 15.5% year
over year. Non-GAAP operating mar-
gin for the E&I segment stood at
3.9%, including a 50-basis-point hit
from the sites taken back in Europe.
Jabil’s High Velocity segment expand-
ed by 1.7% from the prior quarter and
10% from a year earlier. Here, non-
GAAP operating margin was 2.2%, up
20 basis points sequentially.

  For the August quarter, Jabil ex-
pects revenue of $4.1 billion to $4.3
billion, the midpoint of which yields a
slight sequential decline of 0.7% but
year-over-year growth of 8.8%. The
company is projecting that High Ve-
locity sales will fall by 13% sequen-
tially as a result of late new product
introductions and eroding demand
from a major mobility customer, said
to be RIM. Both the DMS and E&I
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segments are expected to grow quarter
to quarter.

  Jabil’s board has authorized the
repurchase of up to $200 million in
common stock over 12 months.

  Plexus. In its fiscal Q3 ended July
2, revenue totaled $559 million, up
4.3% year over year but down 1.6%
sequentially. Customer forecast vola-
tility during the quarter was signifi-
cant, and demand reductions affected
all of the company’s market sectors in
Q3 and extended into fiscal 2012. As a
result, fiscal Q3 revenue fell below the
midpoint of guidance ($550 million to
$580 million), and Plexus’ outlook for
the September quarter has softened
dramatically from earlier forecasts.
EPS of $0.58 exceeded the high end of
guidance by $0.01 primarily due to a
favorable customer mix and foreign
currency exchange benefits.

  Gross margin for fiscal Q3 amount-
ed to 9.7%, above expectations but 10
basis points below the prior quarter’s
margin. Operating margin came in at
4.5%, slightly better than expectations
but also down 10 basis points sequen-
tially.

  Compared with the prior quarter,
the company’s medical sector suffered
a sales decline of about 11%, while the
wireline/networking and wireless in-
frastructure sectors were down about
3% and 6% respectively. Partially off-
setting these declines, Plexus’ defense/
security/aerospace and industrial/com-
mercial segments grew by about 12%
and 5% respectively from the prior
quarter.

  During the quarter, the company
won 25 new manufacturing programs
expected to generate about $124 mil-
lion in annualized revenue when fully
ramped. Plexus reported that its funnel
of qualified opportunities increased to
$2.0 billion.

  For fiscal Q4 (the September quar-
ter), the company has issued guidance
of $530 million to $560 million for
revenue and $0.50 to $0.55 for non-
GAAP EPS. Plexus is now forecasting

that sales will bottom in fiscal Q4 be-
fore resuming growth in Q1 of fiscal
2012. Looking ahead to fiscal 2012,
the company is aligning its cost struc-
ture and setting internal performance
targets with the objective of achieving
its 5% operating margin target based
on revenue growth in the high single-
digit to low double-digit range. That’s
below Plexus’ goal of 15% revenue
growth, to which it remains commit-
ted.

News

Cisco to Sell
Facility to Hon Hai

  Cisco Systems has agreed to sell its
set-top box manufacturing facility in
Juarez, Mexico, to a subsidiary of Hon
Hai Precision Industry (Tucheng
City, Taiwan). According to Cisco,
this sale is an important step in simpli-
fying its operations and brings its set-
top box manufacturing in line with
Cisco’s strategy of partnering with
world-class EMS organizations. The
deal also supports Hon Hai’s commit-
ment to co-locate with customers in
order to better meet their end-market
needs.

  Hon Hai will take on about 5,000
employees currently working at the
Juarez facility. Subject to regulatory
approvals, the transaction is projected
to close by October 2011.

  Cisco assumed ownership of the
facility with the acquisition of Scien-
tific Atlanta in 2006.

  According to a joint statement, the
agreement positions the two compa-
nies to further expand their relation-
ship in North America.

Videoton Makes
Mechanical Deal

  Top 50 EMS provider Videoton
(Székesfehérvár, Hungary) has pur-
chased 94% ownership in Ventifilt
Zrt, a mechanical engineering compa-

ny in Hajdúnánás, Hungary. The ac-
quisition extends Videoton’s activities
into industrial air technology as well as
the design, production and installation
of equipment for reducing environ-
mental contamination. Ventifilt is also
involved in other areas including noise
and vibration isolation solutions to
meet environmental regulations.

  Alliances…Hon Hai and Sharp
have entered into a joint venture that
will allow them to combine purchases
of LCD panel components, according
to published reports that relied on Ja-
pan’s Nikkei. In addition, Hon Hai af-
filiate Chimei Innolux and Sharp will
reportedly supply one another for cer-
tain panel sizes. On the Taiwan Stock
Exchange, Hon Hai stated that cooper-
ating with the leading Japanese com-
panies is the direction it is taking.
…Prevas (Vasteras, Sweden), which
does business in embedded systems
and industrial IT, and Top 50 EMS
provider Kitron (Billingstad, Norway)
have entered into a strategic coopera-
tion agreement for customer support in
product development and manufactur-
ing.

  Some new business…Reports from
Taiwan said China’s Huawei Tech-
nologies and Foxconn Technology
Group, which is anchored by Hon
Hai, have signed a memorandum of
understanding calling for Huawei to
give Foxconn $2 billion in orders by
2013. Digitimes reported a Huawei
executive as saying that Foxconn will
get more of Huawei’s overseas manu-
facturing than Flextronics will. In ad-
dition, Hon Hai has won tablet PC
business from Amazon and a low level
of digital camera orders from Pana-
sonic, according to Digitimes.
…KACO new energy (Neckarsulm,
Germany), a solar inverter manufactur-
er, has engaged Sanmina-SCI (San
Jose, CA) in a US manufacturing part-
nership. Sanmina-SCI has begun pro-
ducing a line of KACO’s blueplanet
inverters in San Jose.
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Last Word

  Celestica recently acquired Brooks
Automation’s contract manufacturing
operations that specialize in manufac-
turing complex mechanical equipment
used in semiconductor production. In
the past, this prospective deal might
have seemed out of character for an
EMS company. After all, the “E” in
EMS has always stood for electronics.
Sure, an EMS provider might vertical-
ly integrate plastics and metal parts
into a product, but the end result was
electronic in nature. With one or two
exceptions, machining and other such
processes for building complex me-
chanical systems were considered out-
side the domain of EMS. Up until a
few years ago, this division between
EMS and mechanical work was hard
and fast. But in recent years, the divid-
ing line has blurred. Celestica is only
the latest in a procession of EMS pro-
viders who have sought manufacturing
business in areas where the final prod-
uct requires mechanical processes that
don’t fit into an SMT or final assembly
line. As a result, EMS providers of
today, especially the large ones, are
stretching the definition of what it
means to be an EMS company.

  Much of the expansion into me-
chanical work can be traced to the
EMS industry’s hot pursuit of under-
penetrated markets, particularly the

Stretching the EMS Label industrial sector. And one way to grow
in that market where mechanical sys-
tems, rather than electronics, usually
represent the majority of COGS is to
build the entire product including the
mechanical side. Such programs typi-
cally represent a lot more revenue than
the electronics alone. They also attract
fewer competitors. Semiconductor
capital equipment served as a major
proving ground for this approach.
There are now at least five EMS pro-
viders building machinery for semi-
conductor equipment OEMs.

  Two programs provide highly
visible examples of EMS providers
working with mechanical systems.
Flextronics is assembling electric mo-
torcycles for Brammo, while Plexus is
building mechatronic dispensing sys-
tems for Coca Cola.

  Healthcare is another underpene-
trated area where mechanical know-
how can become an advantage. Again,
rather than just providing electronics
assemblies, an EMS provider may see
greater opportunities in supplying a
finished medical product. If the prod-
uct involves motion or fluid flow, then
a mechanical system must be dealt
with in manufacturing.

  Clean tech is yet another area
where mechanical systems come into
play. Building solar modules, a high-
growth area for some large providers,
consists of a series of mechanical steps

that are entirely separate from SMT.
  More growth will be available in

such markets as industrial, clean tech
and healthcare to providers who add
mechanical skills and capabilities out-
side the realm of board assembly and
box build. A number of providers, of
course, have already realized this and
are proceeding accordingly. MMI be-
lieves this is an important trend that
remains partly hidden for competitive
reasons. As the trend plays out, EMS
providers will redefine the scope of
EMS.


